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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before I start, a word about the town’s three principal preservation	 organizations.HDC:	-  established 1956	-  approves all exterior changes to buildings	    and structures in four HDs (along Mass 	    Ave and near Hancock Clarke House 	    and Munroe Tavern) 	= demolition, construction, exterior  renovation, color changes,	    signsHC:	- established 1975	- more educational function: e.g. establishing                       and maintaining inventory, programs like this	- administers demo delay bylaw, imposing moratorium	  on demolition if building is architecturally/historically 	                        significant and preferably preservedLHS:	- established 1886	- owns and manages town’s three 18th century museum houses: 	   Hancock Clarke House, Munroe and Buckman Taverns	 - extensive archives, publications for sale, programs	  	
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Stone Bldg 1833 Isaac MelvinBig Dig House Bird Hill Road 20031970 Mass Ave 1881/1904 (Rebuilt after fire)3 Forest c. 187414 Glen Road South Muzzey House 1835



Historicsurvey.lexingtonma.gov
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Start here!
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First, click onto the Master Index to see if your home is “on the Inventory” – the Comprehensive Cultural Resources Survey. Clicking on the entry will cause a PDF to download.- began listing in 1975 as part of Bicentennial celebration- now, of Lexington’s 11,000 homes, some 2000 are listed- home may be listed individually or as part of an architecturally/historically homogenous neighborhood-- if not listed, other ways to determine age.  Stay tuned for panelists after me.
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All of us have chosen 503 Concord Avenue, the c. 1804 Cutler Farm, as our example, to show the various kinds of information available.-note that the list incorporates all areas of town, all dates up to about 1940, all styles.  Not just 1775 or the Historic Districts.-clicking on the list, this is the cover page; all addresses are in alphabetical order
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Here is the entry:  we know  there will be a form on line.
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-Then go back to the home page, click on “Historic Property Forms”These are all scans of MHC-approved forms on file at the Mass. ArchivesYou will see a table of contents, where streets are listed in alpha order. Click on “C”..
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…then on “Concord-Avenue_503. This will download a PDF.
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Presentation Notes
-the first page of each form has a photo, map and basic details about the home – date of construction, style, architect,/builder, alterations, square footage, alterations, setting-following pages describe architectural and historic significance, include bibliography and often have additional photos- Earlier forms may not  be as comprehensive as more recent ones; many have been updated over the years
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Presentation Notes
Note the “T” in the box on the first page:  this house is in Area T, a documented neighborhood. Go back to the home page …
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…and click on Area Surveys. 
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You will see that there are documented areas all over town. Scroll down to “T” and click on it, and a PDF will download…
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…and here is Area T.  Like the individual building forms, the area forms include a map,   describe architectural and historical significance,  provide a bibliography for further research and have other interesting information….
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…such as this drawing of the “Parker Pine”, planted in the area by  Theodore Parker, the grandson of Captain John Parker,  leader of the Minutemen on the Lexington Green on April 18.
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Going back to the home page;In 2010, when we put all the forms on line, we added several sections with additional information and photos.- Clicking on the “Area Summaries” listing will bring you back to a list of the town’s neighborhoods…
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Scroll down and click on “Area T”
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Other features can be found on the “Home” page. To find out what was happening in town when your house was built, go to “Period Summaries”  and find the relevant period – in this case, the Federal Period (1775-1830) (house was built c. 1804)
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..and here is what you will see. Information plus photos of buildings, sites and structures from the period.
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Another way to determine the dates of buildings is to review historic maps.  We are lucky that Cary Library has a complete collection of maps over the years; many of them are on  line.  Click on the “Maps c. 1640-1906” section of the home page…Find the earliest dated map that might show your house based on its date of construction. Here, clicking on John Hales’ 1830 map of Lexington …
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You will see (probably with a magnifying glass) a dot where the Cutler Farm still is located. You can see that in 1830 the area was very sparsely settled; clicking on later maps will show the growth of the neighborhood.
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Finally, the Building Form said that the house was built in the “Federal Style”. What does that mean?Click on the “Architectural Style Guide” on the home page and a PDF will download….
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…which looks like this.
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The styles are arranged by date.  Scroll through the pages to p. 8 of the document…
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…and you will find a line drawing of the basic federal style home, with characteristics to look for. The next page will then show you…
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…specific examples of Lexington homes built in the style. 



Discover your home’s history….at

Historicsurvey.lexingtonma.gov
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The website should give you a great start to discovering the history of your home.  Happy Hunting!
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